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Abstract: Functioning modeling of service systems allows examining subject matters that are being analyzed
by using infographics on various levels of their complexity. The work demonstrates some infographic models
of functional systems of activities, where an important usage aspect is qualimetric assessment of functioning
quality of various systems. In infographic field multidimensional scaling has been applied for the usage of
single-layer and multilayer coordinate systems. Composition infographic model displays time history of local
states of norms’ convergences process at the end of each previous stage of this process. There have been
analyzed the examples of practical application of infographic models by manufacturers of distilling products,
as well as the models for assessment of parameters of sewage water treatment in housing and public utilities.
These models were further developed as the instruments of competiveness management in distributive services
industry, service departments and systems of housing and public utilities by virtue of special software
development, which allows automate the process of their construction.
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INTRODUCTION The  third  level  of  complexity  of    analyzed

Multipoint logics theory, being the modeling monads (human, machinery and environment) are
instrument for various systems’ functioning in interrelated  and  form the unified functional system
infographics, allows examining subject matters that are “×PC”.      Mutual    monads’    influences   form results
being analyzed on various levels of their complexity [1]. (by  two  on  each  triad’s  monad),  which
Such approach was implemented by the authors with the methodologists call “the ears”. In triad three similar
help of artificial intellect [2] while creating mobile configurations can be distinguished (fig.1), when
equipment for tracking pregnant women’s condition, interaction of two monads is load by stimulus command
when they are travelling or don’t have possibility to be of the third monad. Loading stimulus commands are also
checked up at hospital. effective  (this  is  P(T C)   P  [(PT C) (PC T)]

The   first   (initial,   single)   complexity  level of [P (T C) ] on Fig. 1) [3].
analyzed  essences  is monads level, when examined The  important  element   of   load   system     (Fig. 1)
object is analyzed as self-sufficient, independent one, is   feedback   with   loading   monad.  The   work
without considering its context (organizational and illustrates  only  some  of  infographic models of
activity-related vicinity), without this object influencing functional systems. For any  infographic  model  it is
the context and reverse impact on the object by the usual to distinguish the following attributes: model’s
context. dossier; model’s identification; model’s functional

The second complexity level of analyzed essences is module; applied implementations of model’s functional
dyadic level, when two out of the three abovementioned module [4].
kinds of monads are being analyzed not just  An important aspect of infographic models’ usage
independently, but also in interconnection with others (by for management purposes is qualimetric qualimetric
regarding one out of the two monads as the context for assessment of functioning quality of various systems.
the other one and vice versa). Major  problem  here lies in reasonable choice and feasible

essences    is  a  triadic  one,  when  three  kinds of
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Fig. 1: Infographic model of one of the three load dyads within the triad of " CT".

 usage of various scales, which are used for determination process can be divided into levels. At the beginning of
of current numerical values of the parameters for each each level (except zero one, which corresponds to in-point
attribute of infographic model [5,6]. of 2 essences’ contact when they are interacting) the

Scaling is a method of real processes’ modeling with condition of the active (influencing at the moment)
the help of scales by assigning numbers to separate essence is characterized by stellar infographic model,
attributes of some system, which allows breaking up a illustrating quantitative characteristics of this essence’s
description of complex process on parameters’ description quality according to four groups of its norms.
on separate scales. Thus, scaling is a measurement Each of the mentioned groups of norms is the system
technology, with the help of which empirical relations’ quantum (module) of functional system of standard-
system is being transformed into corresponding numeral setting in a certain type of activity. These are discrete
system. As a result – for example, while applying it to populations of normative information, servicing system
economical tasks – one can get an insight about processes from the forming of any need to its satisfaction.
consumer interests and study an importance of each scale System quantum (the term was introduced by
for the consumer. K.V.Sudakov) is a peculiar operator of dynamic activity of

Since advent of computer informational technologies functional engineering and manufacturing systems, in the
and infographics development, it became possible to course of which the subject (norms’ consumer) on the
perform simultaneous tracking of multiple stimuli principle of auto-regulation by means of constant
parameters (external towards the subject of objects and assessment of intermediate (inter-stages) and final results
events). In infographic field multidimensional scaling evaluate the degree of achievement of the goal that was
(MDS) has been applied for the usage of single-layer and set.
multilayer coordinate systems, which allow displaying and Graphic compositional infographic model displays
estimate subjective spaces of consumer’s perception and the time history of local states of norms’ convergences
preferences of some products’ characteristics. process at the end of each previous (or at the beginning

The concept of infographic modeling was suggested of each subsequent) stage of this process. The sequence
by Chulkov V.O. in 1966 [1] and it is being developed by of lines that join conjugate points of different local stellar
scientific school “Infographic modeling of functional models, is the diagram (“trend”) displaying variation of
systems” in applied aspects of various activities, in intensity usage of one or another norm in the process of
particular – while studying multi-component systems. its convergence in the course of interaction between two
This got further development in terms of management of systems.
activities’ quality in service and tourism in the work [6] There have been analyzed the examples of practical
and in the work [7]. application of infographic models by manufacturers of

 Infographic model, depicting the process of distilling products, as well as the models for assessment
interaction between 2 essences’ norms while they are of parameters of sewage water treatment in housing and
gradually approaching each other, shows that this public     utilities   while   managing   competiveness   of
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Fig. 2: Life cycle model of sewage water disposal service and production of composite materials.

multi-component systems [9]. It would have special 2. Kazantsev,     A.,   J.   Ponomareva,    P.  Kazantsev,
importance for creating touristic complexes, which are R. Digilov and P. Huang. 2012. Development of e-
connected with the mains of housing and public utilities health network for in-home pregnancy surveillance
or act absolutely independently over the cycle of based on artificial intelligence. // Proc. of the IEEE-
household wastes recycling. They are characterized by EMBS International Conference on Biomedical and
necessity of quick construction of such townships and Health Informatics (BHI 2012), Hong Kong and
mobility according to tours itinerary. All this should be Shenzhen, China, 2-7 Jan 2012. pp: 82-84.
considered while designing and constructing such 3. Chulkov, V.O., 2008. Infografiya - metod i sredstvo
buildings, which becomes much easier, if the adequate formirovaniya i issle-dovaniya funktsional'nykh
modeling system is created [10]. sistem // Vestnik Mezhdunarodnoi Akademii Nauk

The content of this suggestion was displayed in (Russkaya sektsiya). pp: 1.
infographic models – Figure 2 and the others [7]. 3. Chulkov,  V.O.  and  M.A.  Fakhratov, 2006.

Infographic model, suggested by the authors Infograficheskaya model' kak objekt issledovaniya //
considers the life cycle model of public utilities services, Promyshlennoe i grazhdanskoe stroitel'stvo. pp: 5.
which provides constant increase of its competiveness 4. Fomin V.N. Kvalimetriya. Upravlenie kachestvom.
and is basically a recurrent closed-loop of set of Sertifikatsiya. - M.: EKMOS .
procedures for transformation of public utilities services 5. Terekhina A. 1973. Yu. Metody mnogomernogo
regarding sewage water disposal service in continuous shkalirovaniya i vizualizatsii dannykh // Avtomatika
interrelationship with continuous closed-loop of set of i telemekhanika. pp: 7.
procedures regarding production of composite materials, 6. Komarov, N.M. and L.V. Sumzina, 2012.  Prikladnaya
which are widely used in economics, for instance, in servisologiya: infografiche-skoe modelirovanie
highway construction. upravleniya kachestvom. // Elektrotekhnicheskie i

The models, suggested in the works [6] and [9] were informatsionnye kompleksy i sistemy.- 2.- t.8.
further developed as instruments for managing 7. Sudakov, K.V., V.O. Chulkov, R.R. Kazaryan, O.S.
competiveness by virtue of special software development, Glazachef, N.V. Dmitpieva and N.M. Komarov, 20130
which allows automating the process of their construction Antropotechnics: Norm in every living thing and
and analysis of dynamic changes of parameters that are artificial beings / Edited by professor V.O. Chulkov.-
being controlled. M.: SvR-ARGUS, pp: 320.
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